We demonstrate a robust, scale-factor-free vector magnetometer, which uses a closed-loop frequency-locking scheme to simultaneously track Zeeman-split resonance pairs of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond. Compared with open-loop methodologies, this technique is robust against fluctuations in temperature, resonance linewidth, and contrast; offers a three-order-of-magnitude increase in dynamic range; and allows for simultaneous interrogation of multiple transition frequencies. By directly detecting the resonance frequencies of NV centers aligned along each of the diamond's four tetrahedral crystallographic axes, we perform full vector reconstruction of an applied magnetic field.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum magnetometers have seen rapid advancement in the past two decades, with total-field sensitivities now rivaling those of cryogenic SQUIDs [1] [2] [3] . The nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color center in diamond is a particularly promising platform for a new class of quantum magnetic sensor that combines the long-term stability of an atom-like system with inherent vector capability in a compact, solid-state package. Similar to atomic magnetometers [4] , the NV center ties external field measurements to fundamental constants through Zeeman splitting of quantized energy levels [5] [6] [7] . The solid-state platform facilitates the incorporation of a high density of NV centers (up to 10 18 cm −3 [8] [9] [10] ) into a compact sensor volume. Furthermore, the tetrahedral structure of the diamond crystal lattice allows such devices to directly sense the magnetic field vector [11] [12] [13] , an advantage over the inherently scalar measurements of traditional atomic magnetometers. The combination of these characteristics in a single magnetic sensor is transformational for a wide variety of magnetometry applications, ranging from all-magnetic navigation [14] [15] [16] to geological surveys [17] to magnetic mapping of archaeological sites [18] to locating unexploded ordinance [19] [20] [21] . In this Article, we overcome a number of major technical obstacles to make significant progress towards realizing robust, fieldable NV magnetometers, suitable for operation in the practical environments required for many of these potential applications.
In this work, we employ a frequency-locking magnetic sensing scheme [22, 23] to directly measure the NV resonance frequencies. Using custom-built electronics to address both Zeeman-split resonances simultaneously, we decouple magnetic field measurements from temperature, important for field applications where careful temperature control is not plausible. We show the immunity of this scale-factor-free measurement technique to variable parameters such as microwave and laser intensity noise and perform real-time magnetic sensing with high dynamic range. This capability is particularly necessary for non-stationary vector magnetic sensors, where rotation in an ambient field (e.g., Earth's field) may sweep field projections over > 100 µT. Finally, we present the first application of the frequency-locking technique to an NV ensemble and perform measurements along all four crystallographic axes in rapid sequence to reconstruct the full magnetic field vector. This demonstration of robustness against non-magnetic noise, high dynamic range, and vector capability in a single magnetic sensing device marks a significant advance in transitioning labbased systems to practical sensors operating in situations with limited control over environmental factors such as vibration, temperature, and ambient magnetic field.
II. BACKGROUND
The operating principle of the NV-based magnetometer [5] relies on the the spin-triplet ground state of the NV fine structure, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . Under no external magnetic field, spin-spin interactions shift the m s = ±1 sublevels from the m s = 0 sublevel by the zero field splitting ∆ ≈ 2.87 GHz at room temperature [24] . In the presence of an external magnetic field, the m s = ±1 sublevels are shifted by the Zeeman effect. In the limit where the component of the magnetic field transverse to the NV symmetry axis is negligible, the frequencies of m s = 0 → ±1 transitions are given by [25] 
where β T ≈ −74 kHz/K near room temperature [26] , δ T is the temperature offset from 300 K during the measurement, γ = g e µ B /h ≈ 28 Hz/nT is the NV gyromagnetic ratio [25] , and B NV is the projection of the applied magnetic field along the NV symmetry axis. A common method for sensing magnetic fields with NV centers relies on monitoring the optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) spectrum, measured by applying continuous above-band optical excitation and simultaneously sweeping the frequency of an applied microwave (MW) field. The optical excitation polarizes the NV center into the more fluorescent m s = 0 spin state, and when the MW field is on resonance with an m s = 0 → ±1 transition, there is a decrease in the fluorescence intensity that manifests as a dip in the ODMR spectrum [ Fig. 1(b) ]. By simultaneously measuring both m s = 0 → ±1 transition frequencies, the effects of temperature and magnetic field can be decoupled, as seen in Eq. 1. This approach can be extended to achieve vector magnetometry by measuring the ODMR spectrum of an NV ensemble to determine the resonance frequencies of all four possible NV axes. In this case, it is necessary to consider additional shifts in the NV resonances due to non-negligible transverse magnetic field components in order to properly reconstruct the full vector magnetic field.
Previous demonstrations of ODMR-based NV magnetometry measured full spectra and performed fits to extract the NV resonance frequencies [11, 12] . While this method is straightforward and able to access the full > 10 mT dynamic range of the NV center, it also involves spending a large fraction of the measurement time monitoring non-information-containing, off-resonance signal and is subsequently prohibitively slow for some applications. Fitting the curves also introduces latency that may be incompatible with real-time sensing. More recent demonstrations used lock-in techniques to continuously monitor a single resonance on the approximately-linear derivative section of the spectral feature, from which small resonance frequency shifts were detected by applying pre-calibrated scale factors [27] [28] [29] . However, this second approach is limited to the approximately linear regime of the lock-in signal, resulting in a dynamic range of a few µT. Furthermore, this method is inherently dependent on phenomenological variables instead of a true frequency shift. In particular, the scale factor is influenced by the NV resonance linewidth and contrast, both of which are affected by optical pump power, microwave power, and detection efficiency [30] . These variables are different for each device and will also drift over time, consequently requiring periodic recalibration.
III. FREQUENCY-LOCKING TECHNIQUE
Here we present a closed-loop system that directly locks the microwave drive field to one or more NV resonances, thus isolating the magnetic field measurement from the phenomenological variables that determine the scale factor of previous lock-in-based approaches. Furthermore, by virtue of locking to the NV resonance frequency, the measurement is always performed in the approximately linear regime of the lock-in signal, enabling maximal sensitivity over the full dynamic range of the NV center. This frequency-locking technique is similar to that employed canonically in atomic M z type magnetometers [31] and, more recently, demonstrated on single NV centers in diamond [22, 23] . We extend the technique to perform measurements on multiple NV resonances simultaneously, as is necessary to fully decouple temperature from magnetic field, and apply it to an NV ensemble to extract the full magnetic field vector, thus demonstrating a capability not inherent to M z type atomic magnetometers nor single NV centers.
Figure 1(c) shows a diagram of the signal path of a frequency locked loop for a single NV resonance. Note that while the single-channel case is discussed here for simplicity, simultaneous monitoring of n > 1 NV resonances is achieved straightforwardly by adding additional frequency channels. A signal generator outputs a microwave signal frequency, f LO , which is tuned to minimize the error on the feedback compensator. The microwave signal is modulated at frequency f ref with depth f dev to produce a time-dependent frequency f mod (t) given by:
The signal is sent to an antenna which drives the NV spin ensemble with the modulated microwave field. The fluorescence signal from the diamond sample is detected with a photodetector and demodulated by a lock-in amplifier. We set the phase of the lock-in amplifier such that the in-phase component of the lock-in signal is positive (negative) if f LO is slightly below (above) the NV transition frequency, whereas the lock-in signal is zero when f LO is directly on resonance with the NV transition frequency [see Fig. 1(b) ]. A feedback compensator, consisting of a discrete integrator controller, produces an error signal from the lock-in signal. The error signal in turn provides feedback to adjust the microwave source frequency f LO and lock it to the center of the NV resonance. In an n-frequency-channel implementation of this technique, each NV resonance is modulated at a different frequency f ref,n to allow for demodulation of all channels simultaneously. In this way, individual lock-in signals and subsequent error signals are extracted for each frequency channel concurrently. The dynamics of the feedback loop can be analyzed using a linear approximation of the system (see [32] for detailed derivation), such that the plant transfer function is given by
From Eq. 3, we can see that when this system is applied to open-loop measurements, the gain is proportional to a number of experimental parameters: signal contrast (C), fluorescence intensity (V 0 ), and resonance linewidth (σ). These parameters are susceptible to fluctuations in both laser intensity and microwave power, which degrade the accuracy of the open-loop sensor. The addition of a feedback loop allows for tracking the frequency of the resonance without this dependence on non-fundamental experimental parameters. Employing a digital integrator controller with gain K I , the resulting closed loop transfer function is given by
where C(z) = (K I z)/(z − 1) is the transfer function of the digital integrator controller. For large gain values, the closed loop transfer function is approximately independent of experimental parameters and is thus robust against laser and microwave intensity noise. Furthermore, invoking the final value theorem with a step input, Eq. 4 can be shown to have no steady-state error. The closed loop system accurately tracks the resonant frequency in steady-state, and only the dynamics of the transient response are influenced by non-fundamental experimental parameters.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION
We built a dual-channel, frequency-locking NV magnetometer using a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and a high-speed digital-to-analog-converter to digitally synthesize two carrier signals with frequencies that can be independently tuned and modulated. The generated signal is amplified and sent to a loop antenna to produce a microwave field at the diamond sample, which contains a large ensemble of NV centers (∼ 1 × 10 12 ). The diamond sample is optically excited with a 532-nm laser in a lighttrapping diamond waveguide geometry for increased optical excitation efficiency [28] . The resulting fluorescence is collected with a balanced photodetector where a pickoff from the laser is directed into the balancing port to remove common-mode laser noise. The lock-in amplifiers for demodulating the balanced photodetector signal and feedback compensators for locking to the NV resonances are also programmed into the FPGA, which continuously outputs the two locked frequencies to a computer.
Permanent magnets arranged in a Halbach array configuration produce a magnetic bias field B 0 ≈ 7.8 mT, with <0.1% uniformity across the diamond. The orientation of the bias field with respect to the diamond axes serves to spectrally separate the resonances of the four NV classes. The dual-channel frequency-locking NV magnetometer then simultaneously locks to both the m s = 0 → ±1 transitions of a single NV orientation in order to decouple the effects of temperature and magnetic field, and thus extract the magnetic field projection along the NV symmetry axis. To avoid depopulation and first order coherent driving effects, which affect the line shape [33] , different nuclear spin states are addressed for the upper and lower transitions. Figure 2 (a) demonstrates the robustness of the frequency-locking NV magnetometer against changes in phenomenological variables, such as optical pump and microwave drive power, which affect the contrast and linewidth of the ODMR spectra. We frequency lock to the m s = 0 → ±1 transitions of the NV orientation class that is most aligned to the applied magnetic field, using modulation frequencies f ref,1 = 1.8240 kHz and f ref,2 = 2.2813 kHz and modulation depths f dev,1,2 = 320 kHz. Note that the sensitivity degrades at modulation frequencies >20 kHz, due to limitations in the NV response bandwidth [27, 29] . By varying the optical pump power or microwave amplitude, the contrast of the ODMR resonance (upper inset) varies by more than an order of magnitude, which correspond to varying slopes in the lock-in signal (lower inset). In previous open-loop measurement techniques [27] [28] [29] , this change in scale factor would result in a corresponding systematic error in magnetic field. Using the frequency-locking technique, while large variations in the optical pump power result in varying transient responses to a step input as discussed previously, the measured steady-state magnetic field remains consistent. The laser power variations shown in Fig. 2(a) illustrate the robust nature of the frequencylocking method although practical RF and intensity fluctuations are smaller. In open-loop implementations, for example, a ∼ 5% drift in laser intensity introduces an additional ∼ 5% systematic error in the measured magnetic field, thus degrading the accuracy of an open-loop compared to a closed-loop NV magnetometer.
We employ a free-moving rare-earth permanent magnet to vary the magnetic field experienced by the frequency-locking NV magnetometer [see Fig. 2(b) ], thus demonstrating a dynamic range ∼ 4 mT in addition to the ∼ 7 mT bias field. A combination of the limited spatial access in the experimental apparatus and the need for a uniform magnetic field across the diamond in order to avoid excessive broadening of the NV resonances constrained the permanent magnet in both size and proximity to the diamond, thus limiting the maximum measured field to ∼ 11 mT. In contrast, in an open-loop lock-in based implementation, the dynamic range is limited to the linear region of the ODMR derivative signal, ∼ 2hσ/(10g e µ B ), where σ is half of the linewidth of the NV resonance. For a typical σ ≈ 0.5 MHz, the dynamic range is ∼ 4 µT, three orders of magnitude less than the range demonstrated here. It is important to note that this increased dynamic range is not obtained at the expense of sensitivity, which we measure to be ∼ 1 nT/ √ Hz [32] . While a dynamic range ∼ 4 mT was demonstrated here, in general the dynamic range of the frequency-locking NV magnetometer is limited by the ambiguity when resonances of different NV orientation classes cross each other, which can be overcome by simultaneously detecting along all four possible diamond tetrahedral directions and performing realtime analysis to take advantage of the redundancy of the overdetermined system, and ultimately by fluorescence suppression near the ground-and excited-stated level anti-crossings around ∼ 50 mT and ∼ 100 mT [34] . Figure 3 illustrates the capability of the the dualchannel frequency-locking NV magnetometer to measure vector magnetic fields. As before, a Halbach array of permanent magnets applies a uniform magnetic field over the NV ensemble within the diamond sample, causing Zeeman splitting in the m s = 0 → ±1 transitions of the four NV orientation classes and producing eight distinct NV resonances, each with 3 hyperfine transitions [ Fig. 3(a) ]. We simultaneously lock to the |m s , m I = |0, −1 → | − 1, −1 and |0, 0 → | + 1, 0 hy-perfine transitions of a single NV orientation class (corresponding to the thin color-coordinated solid and dashed lines, respectively) and sequentially iterate through each NV orientation, with a 0.1-second dwell time per resonance pair. A set of three-axis Helmholtz coils apply additional 10 µT magnetic fields along three orthogonal directions. Figure 3(b) shows the resulting NV resonance frequency shifts detected using this method of locking to four pairs of NV transitions in rapid sequence. Using Eq. 1 and the known, rigid tetrahedral geometry of diamond crystal, we are able to reconstruct the magnetic field vector by performing nonlinear optimization of the overdetermined system, which results from having measurements of the magnetic field projections along four directions rather than three. The reconstructed magnetic field vector is presented in Figure 3 (c) and is in excellent agreement with the expected magnetic field produced by the calibrated three-axis coils. Note that while we demonstrated full vector reconstruction by rapidly interleaving detection along each of the four possible NV orientation classes, simultaneous magnetic vector measurements can also be performed by extending the frequency-locking NV magnetometer's capability from two frequency channels to eight.
V. SUMMARY
The nitrogen-vacancy center in diamond possesses a wide range of properties that make it exceptionally suitable as a magnetometer. In particular, the NV system benefits from an atom-like electronic structure with the long-term stability afforded by magnetic field measurements being inherently tied only to fundamental constants [5] [6] [7] ; long room-temperature coherence times allowing for sensitive measurements under ambient conditions [6, 35] ; a well-characterized temperature dependence enabling operation over an extreme range of temperatures [26] ; inherently high dynamic range; vector capability tied intrinsically to the stable diamond lattice [11] [12] [13] ; and a flexible solid-state geometry that supports measurement modalities ranging from superresolution magnetic imaging [36] [37] [38] [39] to bulk magnetometry with a high-density, compact sensor [9, 10, 28] . The combination of these capabilities in a single device significantly expands the functionality of magnetic sensors, potentially transforming the magnetic sensing application space, especially in field situations where there is limited control over environmental factors [14-21, 40, 41] .
In this work, we have addressed several key technical issues in order to realize many of these inherent capabilities in a single implemented device. We have demonstrated a multi-channel, simultaneous frequency-locking technique for scale-factor-free magnetic field measurements that are robust against temperature fluctuations, achieve high dynamic range, and are applicable to an NV ensemble for full reconstruction of the magnetic field vector. Such a demonstration marks a vital advance in transitioning the NV magnetometer from a laboratory system to a functional device for detecting fields in a practical environment.
